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A G R E E M E N T  
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The Board of Education 
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of the 
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Board of Education Employees Local 372 
District Council 37 
American Federation of State, 
County and Municipal Employees, 
AFL-CIO 
covering 
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION AND INTERVENTION SPECIALISTS 
April 1, 1995 - March 31,2000 
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AGREEMENT MADE AND ENTERED INTO by and between THE BOARD OF 
EDUCATION OF THE CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK 
(hereinafter referred to as the "BOARD") and BOARD OF EDUCATION EMPLOYEES 
LOCAL 372, District Council 37, American Federation of State, County and Municipal 
Employees, AFL-CIO (hereinafter referred to as the "UNION"). 
WHEREAS the Board has voluntarily endorsed the practices and procedures of 
collective bargaining as a peaceful, fair and orderly way of conducting its relations with its 
employees insofar as such practices and procedures are appropriate to the special functions 
and obligations of the Board, are permitted by law and are consonant with the paramount 
interests of the school children, the school system and the public; and 
WHEREAS the Public Employment Relations Board, on April 27, 1976, after 
conducting a secret-ballot election in accordance with the Public Employees' Fair 
Employment Act, issued a Certificate of Representation and Order to Negotiate covering 
employees employed in the titles of Instructors of Addiction, Instructors of Narcotics 
Education, Coordinators and Assistant Coordinators but excluding licensed teachers and 
hourly employees; and 
WHEREAS the Board and its designated representatives have met with the 
representatives of the Union and hlly considered and discussed with them in behalf of the 
employees in the bargaining unit, changes in salary schedules, improvement in working 
conditions, and machinery for the presentation and adjustment of certain types of 
complaints; it is agreed as follows: 
ARTICLE I 
UNION RECOGNITION 
The Board recognizes the Union as the exclusive bargaining representative of all 
employees employed in the title of Substance Abuse Prevention and Intervention Specialist 
except that this Agreement does not apply to employees holding basic pedagogical licenses 
or hourly employees. These persons and each of them are hereinafter referred to 
variously as "employees" or "employee," as "employees (or employee) in the bargaining 
unit," or "employees (or employee) covered by this Agreement," or "SAPIS". 
During the term of this Agreement should the Board employ a new title or category 
of employees having a community of interest with employees in an existing bargaining unit 
described herein, employees in such new title or category shall be included within the 
existing unit, and upon request of the Union the parties shall negotiate the terms and 
conditions of employment for such new title or category of employees; but nothing 
contained herein shall be construed to require re-negotiation of terms and conditions of 
employment applicable to employees in the existing bargaining unit as a result of the 
Board's redesignation of the title or category of employees in the unit. 
Nothing contained herein shall be construed to prevent any Board official &om 
meeting with any employee organization representing employees in this bargaining unit for 
the purpose of hearing the views and proposals of its members, except that, as to matters 
presented by such organizations which are proper subjects of collective bargaining, the 
Union shall be informed of the meeting and, as to those matters, any changes or 
modifications shall be made only through negotiation with the Union. 
It is understood that all collective bargaining is to be conducted at Board 
headquarters level. There shall be no negotiation with the Union or with any other 
employee group or organization at the school or any other level. 
Nothing contained herein shall be construed to prevent any individual employee 
from (1) informally discussing a complaint with hisher immediate supervisor (2) 
processing a grievance in hidher own behalf in accordance with the complaint and 
grievance procedure hereinafter set forth in Article XX. 
Nothing contained herein shall be construed to deny to any employee histher rights 
under Section 15 of the New York Civil Rights Law or under applicable civil service laws 
and regulations. 
ARTICLE n 
FAIR PRACTICES 
The Union agrees to maintain its eligibility to represent all employees by 
continuing to admit persons to membership without discrimination on the basis of race, 
creed, color, national origin, sex or marital status and to represent equally all employees 
without regard to membership or participation in, or association with the activities of any 
employee organization. 
The Board agrees to continue its policy of not discriminating against any employee 
on the basis of race, creed, color, national origin, sex, marital status or membership or 
participation in, or association with the activities of, any employee organization. 
ARTICLE m 
RATES OF PAY 
A. Salary Increases 
Q The salary rates for employees shall be increased as follows: 
Effective 4/1/97 
Title 
-
SAF'IS 
Level I 
Level I1 
Level III 
Title 
-
SAPIS 
Level I 
Level II 
Level III 
Minimum Maximum 
$21,228 $29,332 
$26,114 $34,701 
$32,554 $41,138 
Effective 7/1/98 
Minimum Maximum 
$2 1,865 $30,2 12 
$26,897 $35,742 
$3333 1 $42,372 
Hiring Rate on or 
after March 31,1995 
$19,810 
$24,369 
$30,378 
Hiring Rate on or 
after March 31,1995 
$20,404 
$25,100 
$3 1,289 
Effective 6/1/99 
Title Hiring Rate on or 
SAPIS Minimum Maximum after March 31,1995 
Level I $22,904 $3 1,647 $21,373 
Level I1 $28,175 $37,440 $26,292 
Level III $35,124 $44,385 $32,775 
Effective 3/1/00 
Title Hiring. Rate on or 
SAPIS Minimum Maximum after March 31,1995 
Level I $23,218 $32,081 $2 1,666 
Level II $28,561 $37,953 $26,652 
Level III $35,605 $44,993 $33,224 
(11) Pursuant to the terms of Section 5 (a) of the 1995-2000 Municipal 
Coalition Memorandum of Economic Agreement ("MCMEA"), an emvloyee with less 
than one year of service and who was hired prior to the execution date of the 1995 
MCMEA (Julv 15, 1996) shall be apvointed to the applicable minimum hiring rate 
(''Hiring Rate"). Upon completion of one year of service. such employee shall be paid 
the minimum "incumbent rate" for the applicable title in effect on the one year 
anniversaw of such employee's original date of appointment to the title. 
Jiii) Pursuant to the provisions of Sections 5 (b) and (c) of the 1995-2000 
MCMEA Ameement, an employee newly hired on or after Julv 15, 1996. shall be 
appointed to the applicable minimum hiring rate PHirinp Rate"). Upon completion of 
two years of active or qualified inactive service, such employee shall be paid the 
indicated minimum for the applicable title in effect on the two year anniversary of such 
emplovee's original date of appointment to the title. 
{iv) Pursuant to Sections 5 (d) and (e) of the 1995-2000 MCMEA, upon 
completion of four (4) years of active or aualified inactive service, an emvlovee who was 
newly hired on or after July 15, 1996 shall receive a one-time lump sum Dament 
calculated by taking. the difference between the minimum "hiring rate" received by the 
employee and indicated minimum "incumbent rate" for the applicable title that was in 
effect on the one year anniversary of the employee's original date of appointment to 
the title. Such one-time lump sum pawnent shall be equivalent to the difference between 
the annual salary rate the emplovee would have actually earned during the emplovee's 
second vear of service had the hi&er salarv rate been in effect. and the annual salarv rate 
the employee did earn durin~ the emplovee's second vear of service. 
{v) "Qualified inactive service" is defined for the purposes of Sections (vii.1 
and (viii.) to include the following emvlovees: 
[a) those who are on preferred or recall lists; or 
(b) those who are on an approved leave. 
B. Adiustment of Salary Rates- 
As a result of an agreement effective July 1, 1988, the salary rates effective Julv 
1. 1993 shown in Section A above have been adjusted downward to reflect the 
Agreement between the Board and the Union to permit the application of a part of the 
salary increase provided for in the [1987-1990 District Council 37 Economic Agreement] 
to fund the payment of ten annual leave days to be used during the Christmas and Spring 
recesses for the above title in Section A. 
C. Municipal Coalition Economic Agreement 
Incornoration in this Agreement 
The 1995-2000 Municipal Coalition Economic Ameement entered into bv the 
parties and effective as of January 1, 1995, is incorporated into this Agreement as 
applicable as required by Section 22 of the 1995-2000 Municipal Coalition Economic 
Agreemen t . 
ARTICLE III-A 
LONGEVITY INCREMENT 
1. Effective October 1, 1985, employees with 15 years or more of "City" or Board of 
Education service in pay status shall receive a longevity increment of $500 per annum. 
2. Effective July 1, 1990, employees receiving the longevity increment pursuant to 
Section 1 1 of the 1984-1987 Municipal Coalition Agreement shall receive an 
additional longevity increment of $300 per annurn. Employees who become eligible for 
the longevity increment on or after July 1, 1990 shall receive a longevity increment in the 
increased amount of $800 per annum. 
3. The rules for eligibility and applicability of the longevity increment described in 
subsection b, shall be set forth in an appendix to this Agreement and shall be incorporated 
by reference herein. 
ARTICLE III-B 
ANNUITY FUND 
A. Annuity Fund 
I. Effective June 1,1999, the parties agree to establish an annuity fund 
for all employees covered by the 1995 MCMEA. To be eli~ible to receive this 
annuity, an employee must be in active pay status at any time during the ~ e r i o d  
June 1,1996 throu~h May 31,1997. To receive payment, said employee must also 
be in active pav status on June 1,1999 
. . 
11. The employer shall pay into the fund on behalf of full-time per annum and 
full-time per diem employees a daily amount of $2 for each paid working day up to a 
maximum of $522 per annum. For school-based 12-month emdovees who work at the 
Board of Education. the emplover shall pay into the fund a daily amount of $2 for each 
paid workinn day uv to a maximum of $522. For school-based 10-month emplovees who 
work at the Board of Education, the employer shall pay in to the fund a daily amount of $2 
for each paid working day up to a maximum of $522 per annum. For school-based 
employees who work part-time at the Board of Education and for all other part-time 
emplovees who work less than the number of hours for their full-time equivalent title, the 
employer shall pay into the fund a dailv amount of $2 for each paid working day based on a 
prorated amount which is calculated against the number of hours associated with their full- 
time equivalent title, up to a maximum of $522 per annum. 
... 
111. For the purpose of this Article In-B. the elipJbilitv for payments set forth 
in Section (ii). shall be based on working days between June 1, 1996 and May 31, 1997. 
- 
iv. For the purvose of this Article III-B, excluded from paid workinn davs are 
all scheduled days off. all days in non-vay status. and all paid overtime . 
V. Contributions hereunder shall be remitted by the employer no later than 120 
davs after June 1.1999 to a mutually aaeed upon annuity fund pursuant to the terms of a 
suvvlemental agreement to be reached by the uarties subiect to avvroval bv the Corporation 
Counsel. 
ARTICLE IV 
HOURS OF WORK 
The annual rates of pay stated in Article III apply to those employees who are 
hired as annual employees and who work 35 hours per week and who are employed for 
the full calendar year. Employees who are employed for fewer than 35 hours per week 
and for less than a full calendar year shall be paid a salary prorated on the annual rates as 
indicated in Article ID except that no incumbent presently working less than 35 hours per 
week and who is paid as a full-time employee shall have hislher salary diminished as a 
result of this Article if the district or the SPARK Program determines not to increase such 
employees' hours to 35 per week. 
ARTICLE V 
OVERTIME 
A. The provisions of this Article shall apply to such overtime as has been properly 
directed and authorized in advance by the appropriate bureau head or hidher designee. 
B. Compensatory Time Off - Less Than 40 Hours Per Week 
Requests for compensatory time off for overtime shall be submitted in writing to 
the program director for approval. Except as the program director may otherwise 
request, compensatory time off must be taken within the three month period following the 
date on which it was earned. Compensatory time off not taken during such three-month 
period at the request of the program director shall be taken during such subsequent time 
as the program director permits. 
If any employee chooses not to take all or part of hisher compensatory time off 
during the allowable three month period, the time not taken shall be added to hisher sick 
leave balance. 
C. Cash Pavment for Overtime - Over 40 Hours Per Week 
Cash payment shall be made at the rate of one and one-half time the per annum or 
per monthly employee's basic hourly rate for overtime worked in excess of 40 hours in a 
per annum or per monthly employee's regular work week. 
The per annum or per monthly employee's basic hourly rate shall be determined 
by prorating the employee's basic salary in accordance with present practice of the Board. 
No credit shall accrue for time taken for meals. 
ARTICLE V-A 
HOLIDAYS 
Employees will be paid for all school holidays and all other regular school days 
on which their work locations are closed for special observance or emergencies pursuant 
to action of the Chancellor or the Community Superintendent. 
ARTICLE VI 
VACATIONS 
A. Annual Leave Allowance 
Annual leave credits shall be earned during a calendar month, and the 
computation date shall be the first day of the following month. In order to be credited 
with annual leave in any month, the employee must be on full pay status for at least 
15 calendar days in the month. 
A combined vacation, personal business and religious holiday leave allowance, known 
as "annual leave allowance," shall be established. 
Effective July 1, 1991, the annual leave allowance for annual employees shall be 
computed on the following basis, unless otherwise specified by collective bargaining 
agreements and special circulars issued by the 
Chancellor. 
Years in Service Monthly Accrual Allowance* 
At the beginning of the 1st year 1 -114 days 
At the beginning of the 5th year 1 -213 days 
15 work davs (3 
weeks) 
20 work davs (4 
weeks) 
At the beginning of the 8th year 2 days plus 1 additional 25 work days (5 
dav at the end of the weeks) 
leave vear 
At the beginning of the 15th vear 2-114 davs 27 work days (5 
weeks and 2 days) 
* Total after one full year at monthly accrual rate. 
C. Employees who were employed on June 30,1982 shall earn annual leave at the 
rate of 2 days per month. Employees hired on or after July 1, 1982 and prior to July 1, 
1985 shall earn annual leave as prescribed in the Rules and Regulations for 
Administrative Employees effective January 1982. All employees who have completed 
seven years of service shall earn the annual leave as prescribed in the Rules and 
Regulations for Administrative Employees. Annual leave shall be taken on the following 
basis: 
1. The Christmas school recess and the Spring school recess in those districts 
that do not operate drug programs during Christmas and the Spring school recess. 
2. In drug programs that operate during the Christmas school recess and the 
Spring school recess, employees have the option of taking a vacation. 
3. The remaining days annual leave may be used at a mutually agreeable 
time and at a time convenient to the program only to the extent that such time off shall be 
submitted in writing to the program director for approval. 
D. A maximum of two years of annual leave allowance may be accumulated by an 
employee and carried over from one school year to another. Use of accrued annual leave 
shall be scheduled by mutual agreement of the employee and the director of the program. 
E. In those cases where two or more employees request the same annual leave days, 
the senior employee will be given preference. 
F. Ten annual leave days shall be added to the emplovee's annual leave bank at the 
beginning of each school vear to be used during the Christmas and Svring Recesses. The 
ten annual leave days shall be given to all emvloyees who work during the school vear. 
ARTICLE VII 
WELFARE FUND 
Subject to the provisions of Section 7 (a),(b), ( c ), (d) and (e) of the 1992-1 995 
Municipal Coalition Ameement, effective July 1. 1993, the Board will provide funds at 
the rate of $1 025.00 per year and effective July 1, 1994, the Board will provide funds at 
the rate of $1 125.00 per year on a pro rata basis per month for full-time per m u m  
employees (prorated for part-time employees and further prorated for employees 
compensated on a monthly basis), on behalf of each employee, whether a member of the 
Union or not, who regularly works in any of the titles in this unit for 20 or more hours per 
week, for the purpose of making available welfare benefits for each such employee under 
a welfare plan established and administered pursuant to a supplemental agreement 
entered into between the Board and the Union. Effective January 1. 1993, the Board 
shall make a $125.00 one-time lump sum payment per full-time employee per annum and 
$71.43 per employee per annum referred to in section 7&J of the MCA. 
Pursuant to the Transitional Funding Agreement dated July 1, 1995, the 
contribution paid to the welfare fund on behalf of each full-time per annum 
employees shall be reduced by $100 for the period from July 1,1995 through June 30, 
1996. Between July 1, 1999 and July 31, 1999, the Board of Education shall make a 
one-time lump sum payment of $100 on behalf of each full-time per annum employee 
who was receiving benefits on July 1,1995. 
Pursuant to the 1995 Municipal Coalition Memorandum of Economic 
Agreement dated July 15, 1996, the contribution paid on behalf of each full-time 
employee shall be reduced by $100 for the period from July 1,1995 through June 30, 
1996. This shall be in addition to the deferral amount set forth above pursuant to the 
Transitional Funding Agreement. Effective July 1, 1999, there shall be a $100 one- 
time lump sum payment on behalf of each full-time per annum employee who is 
receiving benefits on July 31,1999. 
Effective March 1,1998, the Board will provide funds at the rate of $1,200 per 
year on a pro-rata basis per month for full-time per annum employees. 
Effective June 1,1999, the Board will provide funds at the rate of $1,275 per year on a 
pro rata basis per month for full-time per annum employees. 
Subject to a separate agreement between the Board and the Union, the Union shall 
be entitled to receive such separate contributions as may be provided in this agreement 
for welfare, training, and legal services benefits as a single contribution to be paid by the 
employer into the District Council 37 Benefit Fund Trust. Such contributions shall be 
held by the trustees of that Trust for the exclusive purpose of providing through other 
trusteed funds, welfare, training, and legal services benefits for the employees so covered 
as well as any other benefits as the Board and the Union may agree upon. The 
Board shall continue to have the right to review and approve the distribution of hnds to, 
and the level of, benefits provided by the Trust or individual funds. 
ARTICLE VIII 
SICK LEAVE 
1. Employees will be granted one day of sick leave per month. Such sick 
leave shall be permitted to accumulate. Sick leave may be used in units of one hour. 
2. Employees may use one day per year from their sick leave balances for the care 
of ill family members. Approval of such leave is discretionary with the supervisor and 
proof of such disability must be provided by the employee. satisfactory to the supervisor 
within ( 5 )  five working days of the employee's return to work. 
3. SAPIS serving in schools, in work locations where they are in contact with 
students, or while on official duty on field assignments shall not suffer loss of sick leave 
days for absence due to illness from the following children's diseases: rubeola (measles), 
epidemic parotitis (mumps), and varicella (chicken pox). It is understood that this 
paragraph does not apply to rubella (German measles). 
4. Employees with two years of service who leave for reasons of illness 
shall, subject to approval of the Medical Board, be entitled to return within one year on 
the basis of seniority and shall regain the seniority and other rights they had before 
leaving. 
ARTICLE IX 
HEALTH INSURANCE 
The Board will provide employees, including those who regularly work from 
September through June and who return to work in September, with health insurance 
coverage on a twelve-month basis. 
ARTICLE X 
LEAVES OF ABSENCE WITHOUT PAY 
The applicable sections of the Rules and Regulations for Administrative 
Employees shall apply. The Board shall make every effort to assign employees returning 
from an authorized leave of absence to their former job assignment no later than the start 
of the following school term. 
ARTICLE XI 
PAYMENT OF DEATH BENEFIT FOR EMPLOYEE WHO DIES 
FROM INJURY INCURRED IN COURSE OF EMPLOYMENT 
In the event that an employee dies as a result of an injury arising out of and in the 
course of hisher employment sustained on or after January 1,197 1, because of an injury 
arising out of and in the course of hislher employment through no fault of hisher own, 
and in the proper performance of hislher duties as certified by the Workers' 
Compensation Division of the Law Department and the Chancellor, shall receive a 
payment of $25,000 from funds other than those of the Board of Education Retirement 
System will be made, in addition to any other payment which may be made as a result of 
such death. Such payment will be made to: a) the employee's widow or widower, if any; 
or if there be no widow or widower, b) the employee's child or children, if any, in equal 
shares; or if there be no children, c) the employee's estate. 
Such payment shall be in addition to any other payment which may be made as a 
result of such death. 
ARTICLE XI1 
LAYOFF AND RECALL 
A. Seniority 
For the purpose of layoff and recall, seniority is defined as the length of 
continuous service in title in the district or for high school programs in the borough, 
except that breaks of service which occurred prior to July 1, 1985 which were taken with 
the approval of the appropriate supervisor shall not be deemed an interruption of service. 
B. Layoff 
In the event of layoff of employees in the bargaining unit because of lack of work 
or funds, the employee with the least seniority in title in the district or in the case of high 
schools in the borough, shall be selected for layoff except that an employee who would 
otherwise be laid off on the basis of seniority may be retained only if and so long as 
helshe is performing duties which no other more senior qualified employee is able to 
perform. 
C. Recall 
Recall of employees in the bargaining unit who are laid off because of lack of 
work shall be made to available positions in the bargaining unit in title in the district or in 
the case of high schools in the borough on the basis of greatest seniority except that an 
employee with less seniority may be recalled if the position for which helshe is recalled 
involves duties that no more senior qualified employee on layoff is able to perform. 
D. Retention of Seniority 
An employee in the bargaining unit who is laid off because of lack of work and 
who is recalled within four years shall regain the seniority helshe had. An employee who 
is not recalled within four years shall be considered terminated. 
Exceptions to seniority for purposes of layoff and recall shall have the prior 
approval of the Community Superintendent or for the high schools of the Executive 
Director of the Division of High Schools, and any grievances arising out of such 
exceptions shall be appealable directly to Step 3 of the grievance procedure and be 
subject to the expedited grievance procedure contained therein. 
F. Employees and the Union will be given ten days notice of layoff and any 
reductions in hours except for compelling reasons. In the event of a mass layoff, the 
Union will be given twenty days notice except for compelling reasons. 
G .  A City-wide recall list will be established for employees laid off from a district 
program. Such recall list will be made available to the director of the SPARK program. 
In the event that vacancies occur in the SPARK program, employees on the list will be 
considered for employment, and the senior qualified employee will be given preference 
over applicants not employed in a program. 
ARTICLE XIII 
POLICY CONCERNING APPLICATIONS FOR POSITIONS 
Employees may apply to the program director for positions in title in the 
bargaining unit in a school or other work location in the district, or in the case of high 
schools in the borough, other than the school in which they are serving. All openings 
shall be posted for seven school days in all work locations in the district and in the 
district office and in the high schools in the borough in which the opening occurs. An 
employee who applies in writing for an opening in title in the bargaining unit will be 
interviewed, and if found qualified, will be given preference for employment in the 
opening in another school or other work location, if the employee has more than the 
equivalent of one school term of continuous service. The qualified applicant in title with 
the earliest date of application shall be selected. 
An "opening" is a vacancy created by the termination of a regularly employed 
employee or a new position in the program. 
Nothing in this Article shall prevent an employee who is eligible from applying 
for an assignment to a higher title. 
ARTICLE XJY 
PROMOTION PROCEDURES 
If a Level I1 Substance Abuse Prevention and Intervention Svecialists vacancy or 
new iob opening occurs. the Level I Substance Abuse Prevention and Intervention 
Specialists with the most seniority who meets the Level I1 Substance Abuse Prevention 
and Intervention Svecialists qualification will be vromoted. 
If a Level 111 Substance Abuse Prevention and Intervention Specialists vacancy or 
new iob ovening occurs, the Level I1 Substance Abuse Prevention and Intervention 
Specialists with the most seniority who meets the Level III Substance Abuse Prevention 
and Intervention Specialists aualifications will be vromoted. 
In the event a iunior employee is vromoted instead of the most senior employee 
and the promotion is based on the iunior emvlovee's educational qualification. and the 
senior employee complains to the drug director that he/she should have been promoted, 
the final decision regard in^ the vromotion will be determined by the Director of the 
Office of Substance Abuse Promams within five school days after the receipt of the 
employee's complaint. 
The director's decision is final and binding on all parties. The director's decision 
is restricted to determining whether the senior employee is qualified for the vromotion. 
The director does not have the discretion to set anv other conditions for ~romotion. The 
director must consult with the Union's representative prior to makine, the decision. 
Seniority for the above promotion vrocedures is defined as the length of 
continuous service in Level in the district or for high school prowarns in the borough. 
ARTICLE XV 
DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY 
The Board will reimburse employees for loss or damage or destruction, while on 
duty in a work location or district office, of personal property of a kind normally worn to 
or brought into a school or district office. 
Employees will also be reimbursed for loss or damage or destruction, while on 
official duty on field assignments, of personal property of a kind normally worn or 
carried on duty when such loss results from force or violence reported to the police. 
Reimbursement will be limited to a total of $100 in any school year; will only be 
made when the employee has not been negligent; and will be granted to the extent that 
such loss is not covered by insurance. 
The term "personal property" shall not include cash. The terms "loss," "damage" 
and "destruction" shall not cover the effects of normal wear and tear and use. 
ARTICLE XVI 
TRAVEL EXPENSES 
Employees who are authorized to use public transportation in the performance of 
their work assignment will be reimbursed within 60 days of submission of a claim for 
such expense. 
ARTICLE XVII 
ADEOUATE FACILITIES 
The Board will provide each SAPIS sufficient and adequate facilities to permit 
confidential conversations with students and adequate room to store files and materials 
necessary for the purpose of their jobs. 
ARTICLE xvm 
ASSAULT AND INJURY IN LINE OF DUTY 
A. Disability Benefits 
A leave of absence with pay and without charge to time allowance, for a period 
not to exceed one calendar year, shall be granted, subject to established administrative 
practices upon the determination of the Chancellor that the employee has been 
physically disabled because of an assault made upon him/ her during the performance of 
hisher official duties. 
B. Assistance in Assault Cases 
1. Principals shall be required to report all cases of assault suffered by the 
employee in connection with their employment to the Executive Director of Personnel 
and to the Office of the Counsel. 
2. The Ofice of the Counsel shall inform the employee immediately of 
hislher rights under the law and shall provide such information in a written document. 
3. The Office of the Counsel shall notify the employee of its readiness to 
assist the employee as follows: 
by obtaining from police and from the principal relevant information 
concerning the culprits; 
by accompanying the employee in court appearances; and 
by acting in other appropriate ways as liaison among employee, police and 
the courts. 
This assistance is intended solely to apply to the criminal aspect of any 
case arising from such assault. 
4. Should the Office of the Counsel fail to provide an attorney to appear with 
the employee in Family Court, the Board will reimburse the employee if helshe retains 
hislher own attorney for only one such appearance in an amount up to $40.00. 
ARTICLE XIX 
EXCUSABLE ABSENCES WITH PAY 
The Rules and Regulations for Administrative Employees, effective January, 
1982 pertaining to Excusable Absences With Pay shall govern all employees covered by 
this Collective Bargaining Agreement. 
ARTICLE XX 
SAFETY 
Employees serving in schools will be covered by the safety plan developed for the 
school and by the appeal procedures as described below. 
A complaint by an employee that there has been a violation of the plan as to 
himker, may be made to the principal, orally or in writing, as promptly as possible. 
The principal shall render hislher decision within 24 hours after receiving the complaint. 
If the employee is not satisfied with the decision of the principal, helshe may 
appeal in writing as promptly as possible to the community superintendent or the 
assistant superintendent, as may be appropriate. 
The community superintendent or assistant superintendent shall render hislher 
decision in writing to the employee within 24 hours after receiving the appeal. 
If the employee is not satisfied with the decision of the community superintendent 
or assistant superintendent, helshe may appeal in writing to the Chief Administrator of 
School Safety and request a hearing, as promptly as possible after receiving the decision 
of the community superintendent or assistant superintendent. 
The Chief Administrator of School Safety shall render hisher decision in writing 
to the employee within 48 hours after receiving the appeal. If a hearing is requested, it 
shall be held within 48 hours and the decision shall be rendered within 48 hours afier the 
close of the hearing. The decision of the Chief Administrator of School Safety shall be 
final and binding. 
Where all employees in the school are affected, the Union may initiate a 
complaint on behalf of all employees. 
ARTICLE XXI 
COMPLAINT AND GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES POLICY 
It is the policy of the Board to encourage discussion on an informal basis between 
a supervisor and an employee of any employee complaint. Such discussion should 
be held with a view to reaching an understanding which will dispose of the matter in a 
manner satisfactory to the employee, without need for recourse to the formal grievance 
procedure. An employee's complaint should be presented and handled promptly and 
should be disposed of at the lowest level of supervision consistent with the authority of 
the supervisor. 
Upon request to the Director and/or head of the school, a Union staff 
representative shall be permitted to meet with employees in the unit during their 
non-working time, within the school or other work location, for the purpose of 
investigating complaints and grievances, under circumstances which will not interfere 
with the Substance Abuse Prevention and Intervention Drogram or other school 
activities. When necessarv. anv employee in the unit who is a shop steward in the work 
location in which the annrieved emplovee is assigned will be niven time off to represent 
the em~lovee in the presentation of hidher m-ievance. A Union staff representative or 
shop steward in the school shall be permitted to investigate grievances and complaints 
during working time, only if such grievances require inspection of working conditions at 
the school and the inspection does not interfere with the Substance Abuse Prevention and 
Intervention Specialists program or with school activities. 
INFORMAL COMPLAINT PROCEDURE 
It is desirable that any employee having a complaint should discuss it informally 
with hisher immediate supervisor or with any other appropriate level of supervision at 
the work location. 
The employee should request an opportunity to discuss the matter, and the 
supervisor should arrange for the discussion at the earliest possible time. At such 
informal discussion, the employee may be accompanied by a Union representative or by 
another employee in the unit who is not an official or agent of another employee 
organization. The Union representative shall be the steward at the work location or a 
Union staff representative. 
The objective should be to dispose of the majority of employee complaints in this 
manner. 
FORMAL GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
If the matter has not been disposed of informally, an employee having a complaint 
concerning any condition of employment within the authority of the Board of Education 
may, within a reasonable period not to exceed 75 days following the action complained 
of, present such complaint as a grievance in accordance with the provisions of this 
grievance procedure. Complaints concerning matters which are not within the authority 
of the Board should be presented in accordance with the review procedures of the agency 
having authority over such matters. 
The grievance procedure does not apply to complaints concerning out of title g 
work. Complaints as to out-of title or level work are to be referred to the Executive 
Director for Human Resources. 
If a group of employees has the same complaint, a member of the group may 
present the grievance in the group's behalf under this procedure. 
The Union has the right to initiate or appeal a grievance involving alleged 
violation of any term of this Agreement. Such grievance shall be initiated with the 
appropriate community superintendent or with such other Board official as may be 
appropriate. 
Grievances arising from the action of officials other than the head of a school 
shall be initiated with and processed by such officials in accordance with the provisions 
of Step 2 of this grievance procedure. 
Expedited Grievance Procedure 
Grievances arising out of exceptions to seniority for layoff and recall shall be 
filed by the aggrieved employee within two days from knowledge of the decision and the 
Board of Education shall schedule a hearing and render a decision within four school 
days. If the Step 3 award is unsatisfactory to the employee helshe may file for 
arbitration and a hearing will be scheduled and a decision rendered within ten calendar 
days. 
Following is the procedure for presentation and adjudgment of grievances: 
Step 1 
1. An employee shall initiate the grievance at Step 1 with the director of the 
program. 
Step 2 
2. If the grievance is not resolved at the first step, the employee may then 
appeal the grievance to the community superintendent as the Board representative at Step 
2 (for elementary and junior high schools) or to the Coordinating Superintendent, 
Division of High Schools (for the High Schools) within 15 school days afier helshe has 
received the decision at Step 1. 
Step 3 
3.  If the grievance is not resolved at Step 2, the employee 
may then appeal the grievance to the Chancellor within 15 school days after heishe has 
received the decision at Step 2. The appeal at Step 3 shall be accompanied by the letter 
of appeal and decision at Step 2. 
Representation 
At each step, the employee may be accompanied by a Union representative or by 
an employee in the bargaining unit who is not an official or agent of another employee 
organization, or both. At Step 1, the Union representative shall be the steward at the 
school or a Union staff representative, or both. At Step 2, the Union representative shall 
be a Union staff representative, or both. 
Conferences and Decisions 
At each step of this grievance procedure, a conference shall be arranged by the 
Board representative, or hidher designee, with the aggrieved employee and hisher 
representative, if any. Conferences held under this procedure shall be conducted at a 
time and place which will afford a fair and reasonable opportunity for all persons entitled 
to be present to attend. When such conferences are held during working hours, 
employees who participate shall be excused with pay for that purpose. 
Every attempt should be made to reach a mutually satisfactory resolution of the 
grievance at the conference held under this procedure. If the grievance is not resolved at 
the conference, then a decision must be rendered by the Board representative. The 
decision at each step should be communicated to the aggrieved employee and hisher 
representative within the following time limits: 
1. At Step 1, within five school days after the grievance is initiated; 
2. At Step 2, within ten school days after the appeal is received; 
3. At Step 3, within ten school days after the appeal is received. 
If a satisfactory resolution is not reached or if a decision is not rendered within the 
time limit at Step 1 or 2, the employee may appeal the grievance to the next higher step. 
APPEAL TO THE GRIEVANCE PANEL (STEP 4) 
A grievance which has not been resolved by the Chancellor at Step 3 may then be 
appealed by the Union to the Grievance Panel, within 20 school days of the receipt of the 
Step 3 decision. 
The Panel shall be composed of one representative of the Board, one 
representative of the Union and one other person, selected by mutual agreement of the 
Board and the Union, who shall be the chairperson. 
Any costs relating to the participation of the chairperson shall be shared equally 
by the Board and the Union. 
The Panel shall set a hearing date for the appeal that is within 30 days following 
receipt of the appeal, and issue an award within 30 days following the close of the 
hearing. 
Appeals involving exceptions to seniority based on qualifications shall take 
precedence over ail other appeals. 
With respect to grievances which involve the application or interpretation of the 
provisions of this agreement the Grievance Panel shall be without power or authority to 
make any decision: 
1 .  Contrary to, or inconsistent with, or modifying or varying in any way, the 
terms of this agreement or of applicable law or rules or regulations having the force and 
effect of law; 
2. Involving Board discretion or Board policy under the provisions of this 
agreement, under Board By-Laws, or under applicable law, except that 
the Panel may decide in a particular case that such policy was disregarded or that the 
attempted application of any such term of this agreement was so discriminatory, arbitrary 
or capricious as to constitute an abuse of discretion. 
3. Limiting or interfering in any way with the powers, duties, and 
responsibilities of the Board under its By-laws, applicable law, and rules and regulations 
having the force and effect of law. 
With respect to grievances which involve the application or interpretation of the 
provisions of this Agreement the decision of the Grievance Panel, if made in accordance 
with its jurisdiction and authority under this Agreement, will be accepted as final by the 
parties to the dispute and both will abide by it. 
With respect to all other grievances, if the grievance is not resolved by unanimous 
agreement of the Panel members and the employee at the conference, then a report and 
majority recommendation of the Panel shall be transmitted by the chairperson to the 
Chancellor. Within ten school days after the date the report and recommendation are 
received by the Chancellor, he shall indicate whether he will accept the Panel's 
recommendation. Unless the Chancellor disapproves the recommendation within ten 
school days after the date it is received by him, the recommendation shall be deemed to 
be his decision. 
A recommendation of the Panel which has been approved by the Chancellor 
within the ten-day limit specified above, shall be communicated to the aggrieved 
employee. If the Chancellor decides to disapprove a recommendation of the Panel, he 
shall notify the aggrieved employee and the Panel of his or her decision. 
A recommendation of the Panel which has been approved by the Chancellor, or 
which has not been disapproved by the Chancellor within the ten-day 
limit specified above, shall be communicated to the aggrieved employee. If the 
Chancellor decides to disapprove a recommendation of the Panel, he shall notify the 
aggrieved employee and the Panel of hislher decision. 
There shall be no taping by the Union's andlor the Board's advocates, nor any 
other individual present at the arbitration hearing, without the mutual consent of the 
parties. 
The provisions of the formal grievance procedure outlined above shall not be 
available for the use of employees with less than the equivalent of one school term of 
continuous service. 
ARTICLE XXII 
DISCHARGE REVIEW PROCEDURES 
It is the policy of the Board that the discharge of an employee should be based on 
good and sufficient reason and that such action should be taken by the supervisor having 
such authority only after helshe has given due consideration to the matter. 
If an employee with more than the equivalent of one school term is discharged, 
helshe shall be given a written notice of discharge and a statement of the general reasons 
for such action, except where circumstances warrant an immediate discharge, in which 
case such notice and reasons shall be given within two school days after such discharge. 
Such employee will also, upon histher request, be afforded an opportunity for a prompt 
and careful review of the discharge in accordance with the provisions of the complaint 
and grievance procedure as stated in Article XXI of this Agreement. 
This procedure will be applied prospectively and will only cover discharges for 
cause which occur after the start of the 1976- 1977 school year. 
ARTICLE XXIII 
PERSONNEL FOLDERS 
An employee shall be permitted to view hisher personnel file once a year and 
when an adverse personnel action is initiated against the employee by the employer. The 
viewing shall be in the presence of a designee of the employer and held at such time and 
place as the employer may prescribe. 
Employees shall be given a copy of any evaluatory statement of their work 
performance or conduct, which is placed in their permanent personnel folder. Employees 
shall be given an opportunity to answer any such evaluatory statement placed in their 
folder, and their written answer shall be attached to the evaluatory statement in the folder. 
Any evaluatory statement with respect to the employee's work performance or 
conduct a copy of which is not given to the employee, may not be used in any subsequent 
disciplinary action against the employee. 
ARTICLE XXIV 
INFORMATION AT THE SCHOOL 
A. All official Board of Education circulars which deal with the working conditions 
or the welfare of employees covered by this Agreement shall be posted promptly. 
B. A current and correct copy of the district seniority list for employees in the 
bargaining unit shall be posted in each work location in the district at the start of each 
school term. A copy shall be given to the Union steward and to the Union district 
representative. 
ARTICLE XXV 
LABOR-MANAGEMENT MEETINGS 
1. The community superintendent, or for high schools, the assistant superintendent, 
or their designees will meet with Union representatives once a month during the work 
year to consult on matters of mutual concern. 
These meetings will only be scheduled if called for by either the Union or 
appropriate management representatives. 
2. Labor-Management Committee 
There shall be a Labor-Management Committee consisting of three members 
representing the Board and three members representing the Union. This Committee shall 
meet upon request from either the Board or the Union to consider matters of concern to 
employees in the unit such as the roll-over of annual leave. 
ARTICLE XXVI 
IDENTIFICATION CARDS 
The Board shall furnish identification cards to all employees who have served 
continuously for three months. The loss of an identification card shall be reported 
immediately, and the card shall be replaced at cost to the employee. Upon separation 
from service an employee shall not receive hisher final paycheck until helshe has 
returned hislher identification card, or has submitted an appropriate affidavit of loss. 
ARTICLE XXVII 
UNION MEETINGS 
Upon request to the head of the school, members of the Union who work in 
schools and who are in the bargaining unit shall be permitted to meet within the school 
under circumstances which will not interfere with school activities working hours, at a 
place to be assigned by the head of the school or program director, where other 
employees or children are not present. Union officials may attend such meetings. 
If such meetings involve units from more than one work location the Union shall 
have the right to hold such meetings pursuant to the limitations found in paragraph 1, 
provided however, that if such meetings generate additional custodial fees, such fees shall 
be paid by the Union. It is understood that where another activity has already been 
scheduled in the school or other work location, there shall be no charge to the Union. 
ARTICLE XXVIII 
RESTRICTION ON UNION ACTIVITIES 
No employee shall engage in Union activities during the time helshe is assigned 
to duty, except that members of the Union's negotiating committee shall, upon proper 
application, be excused without loss of pay for working time spent in negotiations with 
the Board or its representatives or as otherwise provided in this contract. 
ARTICLE XXIX 
CONFORMITY TO LAW - SAVING CLAUSE 
A. If any provision of this Agreement is or shall at any time be contrary to law, then 
such provision shall not be applicable or performed or enforced, except to the extent 
permitted by law and any substitute action shall be subject to appropriate consultation 
and negotiation with the Union. 
B. In the event that any provision of this Agreement is or shall at any time be 
contrary to law, all other provisions of this Agreement shall continue in effect. 
C. If the Board delegates any of its authority or fimctions to a community school 
board, the terms of this Agreement, insofar as applicable, shall be binding upon the 
community school board to the extent permitted by law. 
ARTICLE XXX 
COPY OF AGREEMENT 
The parties will have available copies of this Agreement upon request. 
ARTICLE XXXI 
NO-STRIKE PLEDGE 
The Union and the Board recognize that strikes and other forms of work 
stoppages by employees are contrary to law and public policy. The Union and the Board 
subscribe to the principle that differences shall be resolved by peaceful and appropriate 
means without interruption of the school program. The Union therefore agrees that there 
shall be no strikes, work stoppages, or other concerted refusal to perform work, by the 
employees covered by this Agreement, nor any instigation thereof. 
ARTICLE xxxn 
NOTICE - LEGISLATIVE ACTION 
The following Article is required by the Public Employees Fair Employment Act, 
as amended by Section 204a, approved March 10,1969: 
It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this agreement 
requiring legislative action to permit its implementation by amendment of law or by 
providing the additional hnds therefore, shall not become effective until the appropriate 
legislative body has given approval. 
ARTICLE XXXIII 
ABSENCE WITHOUT NOTICE 
Employees who are absent for 20 consecutive work days without notice shall be 
deemed to have resigned unless they have reasonable cause for failure to notify. The 
issue of the reasonableness of the cause and the penalty, if any, shall be subject to the 
grievance procedure. 
ARTICLE XXXIV 
DURATION 
This Agreement shall become effective as of April 1.1995, and shall continue in 
f ~ d l  force and effect until March 31, 2000. 
The provisions of this Agreement are modified by and subject to any applicable 
provisions of the New York State Financial Emergency A for the City of New York, 
including but not limited to the wage freeze provisions contained in Section 10 of 
Subsection 2 of Chapter 868 of the laws of 1975, as amended by Chapter 201 of the laws 
of 1978. 
Dated: New York, New York 
f 
--- 
Chancellor 
District Council 37 Board of Education of the 
American Federation of State, City School District of 
County and Municipal Employees, the City of New York 
AFL-CIO 
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WHEREAS. the undersigned panics desire to enter ~ n t o  collecti~e bargaining agreements. ~ncluding 
this 1995 .MC'MErl and successor sepante  unir agreements ("Successor Separate Lrnir 
~freemenrs") to those terminating on October 2 .  1994. December 3 I .  1994. >larch 3 1 .  1995 
or June 7, 1995 ("predecessor separate unit agreements") (0 coler the emplo!ses represented 
bv the Unions ("Emp1o)ees"): 
WHEREAS. the undersigned panies intend by this 1995 .VC.t1E4 lo cover all economic matters 
2nd to incorporate the terms of [his 1995 .MC.\lE4 into the Sl~ccessor Separafe L:nir Agreements. 
NOW. THEREFORE. i t  is jointly agreed as  fo1Iou.s: 
Section 1 .  Term. 
a. ~etermofeachSuccessorSeparareL'ni1.Igreementshallbesivty(60)months.fro~ 
the date of termination of the applicable predecessor separate unit agreement. 
b. The sixty (60) month term of this 1995 MCMEA shall be. in the case of each respective 
union and employer, from the day following the termination of the applicable predecessor 
separate unit agreement to the date of  a Successor Separate Unit Agreemenr between each 
such respective union and employer becomes final: except [hat the terms of Sections 8, 
9(a) and 9(b) shall be coterminous with the 19W92 Cip ide  Agreemenr o r  other similar 
agreements with the Employers or applicable Successor Separate Unit Agreements; 
except as provided in Sections 13 and 16: and except for Sections 10, 1 1 .  12. 15. 17, 19, 
20. 21 and 22 which shall be coterminous with the applicable Successor Separate h i t  
Agreement. 
Section 2. Continuation of Terms. 
The terms of the predecessor separate unit a g ~ e m e n t s  hall be continued except as modified 
pursuant to this 1995 MCMEA. 
Section 3. Prohibition of Further Economic Demands. 
No party to this 1995 .VCatlEil shall make additional economic demands during the term of the 
1995 MCMEA or during the negotiations for  the applicable Successor Separate Unit Agreement, 
except as provided in Sections 4(e) and 6. Any aisputes hereunder shall be promptly submitted 
and resolved. 
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3. Tht. .;alary rurzs In zitccr on t he  11;11c 01 IcrmilnaIion ol' the clppllcablr: predr'cessor separate 
Llnit aereement shall remall1 111 t t ' l r f ; ~  c t ~ ~ e p t  a s  ~noditied pursuant to the terms of t h i i  
1 993 .imiLI. 
b. The ?enen1 incrcsascs. et'fecri~e 35 jndica~ed. shall be: 
I .  Effecrive on [he t-irst day c)f [he 25th month of the applicable Successor Separtrrt 
I,'nir .-I ~reerwr lr .  Employees shall recei~e a general increase of 3 percent. 
. . 
11. Effective on the tirst day of  [he 40th month of the applicable Sitccessor Separare 
Lrnir .-1~reev:enr. Employees shall receive an additional general increase of 3 
percent. 
i i j .  Effective on the first day of  the 5 1 st month of the applicable Sliccessor Separme 
Lrrlir Agreet?lt.nr. Employees shall receive an additional general increase of 4.75 
percent. 
iv .  Pan-time per annum. per session. hourly paid and per diem Employees (including 
seasonal appointees) and Employees whose normal work year is less than a full 
ialendar ycsr jhall receive the increases provided in subsections I(b)(i), Ifb)(ii), 
and -U,b)(iii r on the basis o i  computations heretofore utilized by the panies for all 
such Emplo!.ees. 
c .  The increases pro\ ided for in Section l ib)  above shall be calculated as follows: 
1. 
i i .  
i i i .  
d. 1. 
i i .  
The general .increase in Section 4(b)(i) shall be based upon the base rates 
(including salary or incremental salary schedules) of the applicable titles in effect 
on the last day of the applicable predecessor separate unit agreement: 
The general increase in Section 4(b)(ii) shall be based upon the base rates 
(including salary or incremental salary schedules) of the applicable titles in effect 
on the last day of the 39th month of the applicable Successor Separcue Lrnir 
Agreemenr. 
The general increase in Section 4(b)(iii) shall be based upon the base rates 
(including salary or incremental salary schedules) of the applicable titles in effect 
on the last day of the 50th month of the applicable Successor Separare Unir 
Agreemenr . 
The general increases provided for in Section J(b) shall be applied to the base 
rates, incremental salary levels and the minimum and maximum rates (including 
levels) if any, fixed for the applicable titles, and to  "additions to gross". 
"Additions to gross" shall be defined to include uniform allowances, equipment 
allowances. transportation allowances, uniform maintenance allowances, 
assignment ddferentials, service increments, longevity differentials, longevity 
increments. advancement increases. assignment (level) increases, and experience, 
cenification, educational. license, evening, or night shrft differentials. 
Notwithstanding Section ?(d)(i) above, the total cost of the increase set forth in 
Section 4(d)(i) as it applies to "additions to gross" shall not exceed acost of 0.11 
percent of the December 3 1 , 1993 payroll, including spinoffs and pension. 
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Section 5 .  S e w  Hires. 
a .  An employes ~ h o  has less than one year of senice and u h o  was hired pnor to the 
execution date of this 1995 .tfC.rfM shall continue ro be paid at the applicsblc 
appointment rats set fonh in Section S(b)(iv) of the 1993 hlunicipal Coalition A, oresmznt . 
Upon completion of one )ear of service such cmployees shall be paid the indicated 
minimum for the applicable title that is in  effect on the one year anniversary of their 
original date of appointment as set fonh in the applicable Successor Svparare L'r211 
Agreement. 
b. The appointment rate for any  employee newly hired on or after the date of execution of 
this 1993 MC.rfl2 shall be the applicable "hiring rate" set fonh in Section 5(c). Cpon 
completion of two (2)  years of active or qualified inactive senice, a n  employee ncu l v  
hired on or afrer the date of execution of this 1995 MC.FIE.1 shall be paid the indic3tsd 
minimum for said title in effect on the two year anniversary of their original date of 
appointment as set forth in the applicable Successor Separate Unit Agreement. 
c. The "hiring rate" for employees newly hired on or after the date of execution of this 
1995 MCMEA shall be as follows: 
i. Effective the date of execution of this 1995 MCME4, the "hiring rate" for a 
covered title shall be the applicable minimum salary rate for said title that was in 
effect on the date of termination of the applicable predecessor separate unit 
agreement. 
ii. The general increases provided for in subsections 4(b)!i), 4(b)(ii), and 4(bj(iii) 
shall be applied to the "hiring rate" as set fonh in Section S(c)(i). 
d.  Upon completion of four (4) years of active or qualified inactive service, an employee 
appointed pursuant to the provisions set forth in Section S i b )  shall receive a one-time 
lump sum payment calculated by taking the difference between the "hiring rate" recei~ed 
by the employee and indicated minimum for the applicable title set fonh in the applicable 
Successor S e p r a e  Unif Agreement that was in effect on the one year anniversary of the 
employee's original date of appointment to their title. Such one-time lump sum payment 
shall be equivalent to the difference between the annual salary rate the employee a.ould 
have actually earned during the employee's second year of service had the higher salary 
rate been in effect and the annual salary rate they did earn. 
e. "Qualified inactive service" is defrned for the purposes of Sections 5(b) and 5(d) to 
include the following employees: 
I. those who are on preferred or recall lists; or 
. . 
11. those who are on an approved leave. 
Section 6 .  Annui tv  a n d  Additional Compensation Funds 
1. Annuity Fund 
I .  
. . 
11. 
iii. 
I V .  
v. 
Effec t i~x  tht  first day of rhc 5 1st month of this 1995 .tlC.\IE4. the parties agree 
ro establish 3n annuity iund f o r  all employees m e r e d  b! t h i s  1935 .\IC.\.IE.i. To 
he eligible to rcieii.r this annuity. an employee must be in rlstiie pa): status at 
any time dunng the period o i  rhe first day o f the  15th month through the last day 
of the 26th 111vnrh of this 199.5 .\-ICMU. To receikz pajinsnt.  said employee must 
also be in acti\.e pay status on the first day of the 51st month of this 1.593 
.MC41.1C1 . 
The  employer shall pay into the fund on behalf of full-time per annum and full 
time per diem employees a daily amount of $2 for each paid working day up to 
a maximum of 5522 p e r  annum. 
For  schcol-based 12-month employees who work at the Board o i  Education. the 
employe; shall pay into the iund a daily amount of 52 for each paid working day 
up to a maximum of 5 5 2 2 .  For  school-based 10-month employees who  work at 
the Board of Education, the employer shall pay into the fund a daily amount of 
52 for a c h  working day  u p  to a ma.ximum of 5522 per annum. 
For  school-based employees who work part-time at the Board of Education. and 
for  all other pan-time employees who work less than the number of hours for 
their full-time equivalent title. the employer shall pay into the fund a daily amount 
o f  52 for each paid working day based on a prorated amount which is calculated 
against rhe number o f  hours associated with their full-time equivalent title, up to 
a maximum of $522 per annum. 
For  those employees w h o  are appointed on a seasonal basis, the employer shall 
pay into the fund a daily amount of 52 for each paid working day up to a 
maximum of $522 per annum.  
For  the purpose of S w t i o n  6(a), the eligibility for payments set fonh in Section 
6(a)(ii) shall be based o n  worlung days between first day of the 15th month 
through the last day o f  the 26th month of this 1595 .MC.MEA. 
For  the purpose o f  Section 6(a), excluded from paid working days are all 
scheduled days off ,  all days  in non-pay status, and all paid ovenime.  
Contributions hereunder shall be remitted by the employer no later than 120 days 
after the first day o f  the  5 1st month of this 1995 4VCME4 to  a mutually aE4& 
upon annuity fund pursuant to the terms of a supplemental agreement to be 
reached by the parties subject to approval by the Corporation Counsel. 
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Section 7. Conditions of Pavment 
If [here is no unresolved dispute under Section 3, the geneml increase provided in Section J(b)(i) 
jhall be pavable when due based upon the execution of this 1995 XlC.blE4. If there is no 
unresolved dispute under Section 3 and if no revision or modification is sought pursuant to 
Section ~ ( r ) ,  payment of the general increases provided in Sections 3(b)(ii), and I(b)(iii) shall 
he payable when due based upon the tenification of this 1995 .VC.ZIM to the Financial Control 
Board and the execution of the Successor Separate Unir Agreemenr by the C'nion. If there is an 
unresolved dispute under Section 3 andlor the Union exercises its rights under Section 4(e), the 
pavments provided in Sections J(b)(i). l(b)(ii), and -I(hl(iii) shall not be made until the 
ccnification of the Successor Separore L'nir Agreemenr to the Financial Control Board. 
Section 8. il'elfare Funds. 
The contribution paid on behalf of each full-time per annum Employee to each applicable 
welfare fund shall be reduced by one hundred dollars ($100) per annum for the period 
J u l y  1 .  1995 to June 30, 1996. This shall be in addition to the deferral amount set fonh 
in Section 4 of the Transitional Funding Agreement. 
Effective the first day of the 36th month of the applicable Successor Separa~e  U n i ~  
Agreement the contribution paid on behalf of each full-time per annum Employee to each 
applicable welfare fund shall be increased by seventy-five dollars ($75) per annum. 
Effective the first day of the 51st month of the applicable Successor Separate Unir 
.dgreement the contribution paid on behalf of each full-time per annum Employee to each 
applicable welfare fund shall be increased by seventy-five dollars (575) per annum. 
Effective July 3 1 .  1999, there shall be a one hundred dollar ($100) one-time payment to 
each Welfare Fund on behalf of each full-time per annum Employee who is receiving 
benefits on July 3 1 .  1999. 
The per annum contribution rates paid on behalf of eligible part-time per annum, hourly 
paid, per session and per diem (including seasonal appointees) Employees and Employees 
whose normal work year is less than a full calendar year and the one-time lump sum 
payment (for such employees who are receiving benefits on July 31, 1999) shall be 
adjusted in the same proponion heretofore utilized by the parties for all such Employees 
as the per annum contribution rates are adjusted in Sections 8(a). 8(b), 8(c), and 8(d) 
above for full-time Employees. 
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f. The per annunl iontrrhut~rw nczs p a d  on behair' (> t -  tmplo)e;.\ ~ p ~ r 3 1 r d  f r o 1 1 1  \en I C ~  1 ~ 1  
J u e l f a r e  fund which ;cvzrc w;h ctnipioyttcs ~ n d  [he cms-trrw Ittrnp sum p?rncn i  ( f ' { ~ r  
such ct~iiployws uho are rrcet \ tng benetits c n  J u t >  21. IWYJ ihall be adjusted in the 
same manner as the per annum contribution nlss tor clrher etnployecs arc adjusted 
pursuant lo Sections 8 ( a ) .  8(h,.  &cr. S(d).  and abo~e.  
U 
e m  The Unions agree to provide welfare fund benefits to do~nctst~c partners of covered 
employees in the same manner as those benefits are pro\idctd to spouses of r i~arnsd 
co\ sred s~np loysc~ .  
Section 9.  3Iiscellaneous Benefit ~lodif ica t ions .  
3. Anicle V. Section 9 of the 19W92 C i p ~ i d e  .-lgreemenl shall be amended by this 1995 
.MC.tIE4 as follows: 
I. Effective January 1 .  1997, Lincoln's Binhday shall be deleted from the list of 
regular holidays set fonh in Section 9(3) and designated as a floating holiday. 
. . 
1 1 .  Section 9(c) shall be amended to mid  as follows: 
Effective January 1. 1997, an Employee shall k entilled 10 one tba t ing  holiday in c3ch calendar 
year during uhich [he employee is in active pay status ul th  !he Employer p n o r  t o  Lincoln 's  
Birthday of such calendar , e a r .  subject to  the i ~ l l o w i n g  conditions: 
( 1 )  The floating holiday shall be taken 31 [he employee's discretion. subject to the needs o f  
the employing agency. Employees must request [o use their floating holiday in u r i t i n g  
at Iwt 3 0  days in advance on  a f o r m  supplied by the agency. Approval o r  disapproval 
of the r e q u u t  shall be made  o n  the  same form by a supen  lsor authorized to d o  so by the 
agency. Decisions shall be made u-i thin ten i10) uorking days o f  submission. 
(2 )  Employees wishing to ux their floating holiday 10 o b s e c e  Lincoln's Birthday shall file 
such requests prior t o  January IS. Approval shall not be unreasonably denied. F o r  the 
purposes o f  this subsection, the day  of  observance for employees o f  3 l a y o n l  agencies 
assigned to Board o f  Educat ion facilities shall be on the day set by the B o d .  
(3) Once a floating holiday q u e s t  h a s  been approved. the approval may not be rescinded 
except in writing by the agency head. Executive Director of a Hospital o r  Chief  o f  
Personnel in the Police Department .  I f  an cmplo)ee is r e q u i d  to  work o n  a floating 
holiday once the request fo r  i t  has  k n  approved. the employee shall receive a fiftv 
percent ( 5 0 % )  cash premium fo r  all regularly scheduled hours worked o n  the floating 
holiday and shall,  in  addition. r e c e i i e  compensator?, time off at the e m p l o y u ' s  regular 
rate of pay. 
(1) The floating holiday must  be used in h e  calendar )=r  in -*hich i t  is earned and may not 
be carried over to  a succeed ing  )ear o r  cashed out upon separation o i  service. If the 
agency head calls upon an employee  oot to take the floatmg holiday by the e n d  o f  :he 
calendar year, the floating hol iday shall be carried over 10 the following calendar year 
o d y .  
b. Upon execution of this 1995 MCIMEA, Article V.  Section 5(a)(ii) of the 1990-92 Citywide 
Agreement shall be amended as follows: 
Sotwithstanding the provision o f  Sect ion 5(a;ci). employes  may use two (2) d a y s  per  
year from their sick leave balances for  the care o f  i l l  family members. Approval o f  such 
leave is discretionary with the agency  and  proof  of disability must be provided by the 
employee satisfactory to the agency  within f ive (5) days of the e m p l o y e ' s  return to  work .  
Any similar provisions contained in any other similar agreements with the Employers 
(e.g. the Boardwide Agreemenr with the Board of Education) or in applicable Successor 
Separase Unis Agreemenrs shall be accordingly modified. 
C. The p r o ~ ~ s i o n s  contained in Seitions 9tJ). ( 2 1 ~ )  qct') .ind 9 ( g )  k l o u .  shall remaln ~n 
effect from the date of execution of this 1995 .\IC:tf151 ro the date ~li :ts termination. 
d .  Any employee newly hired on or after lhs dale ot' ewcutlon of this IF35 .MC'CIE4 shall 
he subject to 3 mauiniurn sick Isave crccnlal of e l r~ t tn  I I I )  days per annum for the first 
three (3 )  years u i  service. Employees subject to Anicls v.  Section lo(<.) of the 199091 
Cinrtide Agreenrenr shall accrue at the nrt of ! hour of sick leave ior each 22 hours 
actually w.orkttd for the first three (3) years of sen I C Z .  A n y  similar pro\ isions contained 
in any other sirilil3r agreernents with the Eniplo>ers ( e . 2 .  rhe Boardwide Agreemenf with 
[he Board of Education) or  in applicable Successor Separare C'nir Agreemenrs shall be 
accordingly modified. At the beginning of the founh yea r ,  the maximum sick leave 
accrual shall be twelve (121 days per annurn. Employees subject to Article V ,  Section 
19(c) shall accrue at the n t e  of 1 hour of sick Isave for each 20 hours actually worked. 
e. For any employee newly hired on or after the date of execution of this 1995 MC,MGi, 
Article Ill. Section !(a) of the 19W92 Cip\r.ide Agreemenl shall be amended by the 
addition of a new subsection to read as follows: 
There shall be a shift differential of ten percent I 10%) for all emplo)ees neuiy h i d  on 
or  afccr the date of execution of the 1995 XlCJ1E.A and cokered by this 1'995 .MC.UU 
for all scheduled hours worked betwen 8:00 !'.\I. and S:W A.31. with mrc than one 
hour of work beween S:00 P.31. and 8:00 A, \ ! .  This provision shall not apply to 
employees in the titles of Houseparent and Senior Houseparent. 
Any similar provisions contained in any other similar agreements with the Employers 
(e.g. the Boardlcide Asreemem with the Board of Education) o r  in applicable Successor 
Separare Unir Agreemenrs shall be accordingly modified. 
f.  Effective upon the date of execution of this 1995 MCME4 A n k l e  W. Section 5 of the 
19W92 Cirywide Agreement shall be amended to read as follows: 
No credit shall be recorded for unauthorized overtime. Credit for all autborited 
overtime. beyond the normal work week, shall accrue in units of  one-balf ( ' A )  hour to 
the ncarest one-half ( ' A )  hour and only after one ( 1 )  hour. except for an employee 
covered by the provisions of FLSA who has actually worked ki excess of fcrty hours io 
said calendar ueck. 
.Any similar provisions contained in any other similar agreements with the Employers 
( e . g .  the Boardwide Agreement with the Board of Education) o r  in applicable Successor 
Separate Unir Agreemenrs shall be accordingly modified. 
0 
tls Effective upon the date of execution of this 1995 MC.%IE4 .*icie n'. Section 9 of the 
199CF92 Cirywide Agreernenr shall be amended to read as follows: 
Employees recalled from home for a u t h o r i d  ordered involuntuy overtime work, shall 
k guaranteed overtime parrnent in cash for at least hvo ( 2 )  b o u n .  if eligible for a h  
payment under Section 7 of this Article. When an employee voluntarily responds to a 
request to come from home for voluntary authorized overrime work.  such overtime shall 
be compensated in time off on an hour-for-hour basis but with minimum compensatory 
time of two (2) hours. 
Any similar provisions contained in any other similar agreements with the Employers 
(e .g .  the Boardwide Agreemenr with the Board of Education) o r  in applicable Successor 
Separate Unir Agreemenrs shall be accordingly modified. 
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Section 10. Labor-.\Iana,uement Committee on Pension Issues. 
3. T h e r e s h a l l k a j o i n t h h o r > I a n a g r n ~ t . n t C o m m i t t s s o n P e n s i o n s .  T h e c o n i ~ i ~ ~ t ~ c . e ~ h a l l  
analvze the actual costs 2nd additional contribution ntcs!s) for members of the S ~ U  )'orb 
Citv Eniployees' Retirement System (NYCERS) and the Board of Education Retlrzrnent 
sYwern (BERS) associated wi th  Chapter 96 of the Laus of 1995. Such anal!ris shall be 
based on. among other factors. the actual number oi  people who elected to panrC{pate 
under the pro\ isions oi said Chapter 96 of the Laws of 1995 as of September 26. 1995. 
The committee shall niake recommendations regarding the establishment of revised 
additional contribution nte(s) and other remedies i t  deems appropriate so as to reflect the 
actual cost to members of NYCERS and BE=. 
b. The committee shall explore the feasibility of utilizing the corpus of the funds at 
NYCERS and BERS for payment of all administrative and investment expenses incurred 
by each retirement system, and make recommendations thereon. 
c. If the panies mutually agree, they will jointly seek legislation, if applicable. 
Section 11. PrivatizationIContractinc-Out/Contractinc-In. 
a. The panies have recognized appropriate processes and procedures involving privatization, 
contracting-out and contracting-in. During the period of this 1995 MCMEA when the job 
security provisions are in effect. no employee will be involuntarily displaced by the 
above. Once the Job Security provision has expired. it is not the City's intention to 
utilize privatization as a means to involuntarily displace employees. In the event such 
circumstances do arise the Unions and the City reserve their rights. 
b. It is the Employer's policy to have advance discussions with the Unjon to review its 
plans for lettinga paticular contract which may adversely affect employees covered by 
this 1995 ,MC,MLQ. The Union shall be advised as early as possible, but in no case later 
than 90 days in advance of the contract being let, of the nature, scope, and approximate 
dates of the contract and the reasons therefor. 
c .  The Employer will provide the Union as soon as practicable with information, in 
sufficient detail, so that the Union may prepare a proposal designed to demonstrate the 
cost effectiveness of keeping the work in-house. Such information, consistent with the 
applicable provisions of Section 312(a) of the New York City Charter, shall include but 
not be limited to, applicable solicitations to vendors, winning bids, descriptions of 
services to tx provided by vendors, cost comparison analyses, and the agency's estimated 
direct operating and administrative costs of contracting out the work. 
d. Not less than 45 days prior to submission to the Comptroller of a recommendation for 
the award of the contract, the union shall have an opportunity to make a formal proposal 
to the employer demonsrrating that it is cost effective or that it is in the best interest of 
the employer to continue to perform such work in house. The Employer agrees to 
consider such proposal before making a final determination. Such final determination 
shall be made in writing and submitted to the Union as soon as practicable. 
I . the conditions under u h ~ h  "conrniting in"  should be considered 2nd the m t t t h ~ j  
by which i t  sholrld he Jetsrm~nsd that City seniccts should be c c m n c ! z J  i n ;  
. . 
11. the estahlish~nsnt of  pilot projeits in mutually agreed upon targeted areas to 
determine the fs~sibiljty of pro~iding such services in-house; and 
i i i .  if the panies mutually agree to the study committee's recommendations. the Citv 
will examine the feasibility of contracting-in services during the p n c d  cover& 
by this 1995 MC.rlE4. 
Section 12.  \Vorker Em~owerment.  
The panies recoenizc L tha t  during the term of this 1995 iMC.tlE/1, the City u 111 continue 
to move forward toward a better organized, better trained. and, with the cooperation of 
the Coalition of Municipal Unions, an increasingly more productive and better paid u.ork 
force. 
Toward these overall objectives, the parties agree to work in a coopenti\c iashion to 
facilitate increased productib ity and provide for increased efficiency in the delivery of 
City services. This will include producrivity through changes in the level. methods, 
personnel, organization and technology of City services. A joint effort in this regard 
requires a commitment by both panies to develop and assist in the implementation of 
work place redesign, worker empowennent, and quality improvement. To accomplish 
such fundamental work process redesign, the City has attempted and will continue to 
attempt to avoid involuntary loss of jobs by City employees and will make every effort 
to continue their employment. 
The work place participation process and work place redesign initiati~es shall be 
consistent with the Citywide Contract and the terms of ongoing collective bargaining 
agreements. 
The parties funher recognize the necessity of redesigning the work process so that it  
becomes more productive. They agree that costs must be reduced. p r fomance  
improved and the skill content of jobs enhanced. This will require substantial changes 
in how work is organized, the creation of opportunities for employees to solve operating 
problems and the upgnding of the skills of the work force. 
In order to manage change, the parries commit to ongoing consultation, problem solving, 
and discussion between management and the Union and among employes at all levels. 
As part of these consultations, management is committed to providing the Union and 
employees with the opportunity to participate in decisions related to these changes. 
In accordance with the worker empowerment provisions of this 1995 .CIC,WCI, an 
oversight committee shall be created, and shall include representatives of t h e  Coalition 
of Municipal Unions and the City. Through this committee structure, the two sides shall 
review work reform proposals on a case-by-case basis. 
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I. Pro\.idine workers u ~ t h  oreatcr input. a c c o u n t u h l l i r y .  nnd responsibility o ~ e r  dav 
to-day processes ~ j f  their workplace. 
. . 
1 1 .  R e t i n i n s  the org~nizational structure, so as [l? eliniinate unnecessary layers of 
bureaucncy and reduce overhead costs. 
i i i .  L'pgrix'ling the skills of employees and pro\iding eniployess with  irnpro.~.ed 
r mining. 
i v .  Redesigning work locations to improve efficiency and promote safe worhng 
conditions (including ergonomic hazards). 
v .  Implementing improvements in productivity and quality based on worhng 
smaner. using better equipment and reducing waste. 
Section 13. J o b  Securitv. 
a.  Pursuant to and consistent with the terns of the Transitional Funding Agreement and the 
pro\,isions of this 1953 .tlC.ME4, no full time, per annum employee covered by this 1995 
.tfc.ME.~ shall be displaced o r  involuntarily separated (except as modified by the side 
letters attached hereto) from service during the period from the date of execution of this 
1995 MCMM until June 30. 1998, except for cause or the movement of civil service 
lists. 
b. Any pan time or per diem employee who, upon execution of this 1995 MCME4, has two 
continuous yean of service and who works at least 20 hours per week, shall be governed 
by t h e  job security provisions of this Section 13. 
c. Redeployment. 
The panies aeree that during the period from the date of execution of this 1995 M C M D  
until June 30: 1998, the redeployment of City affected employees between Cicy agencies 
shall be implemented in accordance with the terms set fonh in Appendix B of the 
Severance Agreement. dated April 29, 1994, which shall apply to all employees covered 
by this 1995 ,MC.UU as if incorporated herein. 
Section 14. Expedited Arbitration Procedure. 
a. The coalition of Municipal Unions and the City of S e w  York, through its Office of 
Labor Relations. agree that there is a need for an expedited arbitration process which 
would allow for the prompt adjudication of grievances as set fonh below. 
b. The panies voluntarily agree to submit matters to final and binding arbitration pursuant 
to the Kew York City Collective Bargaining Law and under the jurisdiction of the Office 
of  Collective Bargaining. An arbitrator o r  panel of arbitrators, as agreed to by the 
parties, will act as the arbitrator of any issue submitted under the expedited procedure 
herein. 
I. Each union and the Office of Ljbor Relations will designate one individual who 
will coordinate with the other: 
(1) the identification of cases deemed appropriate to submit to expedited 
arbirration and agreement by both parries on those cases: and 
( 2 )  join\ notification by letter to the designated arbitrator of those cases where 
both panies agree to submit them ro expedited arbitration: and 
(3) in addition, mch party shall send, to the other pany by fax. a List of cases 
i t  dezms appropriate for expedited arbitration. Upon confinnation of 
receipt of the notice, the recipient shall have ten business days to  reply. 
After the tenth business day. a pany shall submit the list of cases to  the 
designated arbitrator for scheduling. 
. . 
11. The arbitrator will reserve at l a s t  two days per month which will be designated 
for hearing expedited cases. The actual scheduling of cases shall be done by 
mutual agreement of the panies. 
... 
111. The hearings will be conducted in the following manner: 
The presentation of the case. to the extent possible, shall be made in the 
narrative form. T o  the degree that witnesses are necessary, examination 
will be limited to questions of material fact and cross examination will be 
similarly limited. Submission of relevant documents. etc.. will not be 
unreasonably limited and may be submitted as a "packet" exhibit. 
In  the event either party is unable to proceed with hearing a particular 
case. the case shall be rescheduled. However, only one adjournment 
shall be permitted. In the event that either party is unable to proceed on 
a second occasion. a default judgment may be entered against the 
adjourning party at the Arbitrator's discretion absent good cause shown. 
The Arbitrator shall not be precluded from attempting to assist the panies 
in settling a particular case. 
A decision will be issued by the Arbitrator within two weeks. It will not 
be necessary in the Award to recount any of the facts presented. 
However, a brief explanation of the Arbitrator's rationale may be 
included. Bench decisions may also be issued by the Ahitrator.  
Decisions in this expedited procedure shall not be considered as precedent 
for any other case nor entered into evidence in any other forum o r  dispute 
except to enforce the Arbitrator's award. 
(6) The panics shall, uhrneisr possible. exchange any documents intended 
to be offered i n  r i  idsnce at least cme \seek in  advance of the first heanne 
date and shall endeai-or to stipulate r d  the issue in advance of the htanne 
date. 
Section 15. lt'ork Experience Proeram. 
The panies have recognized appropriate processes and procedures for dealing with Work 
Experience Program participants (WEPs). It is not the City's intention to use WEPs to displace 
active City employees. 
Section 16. Resolution of Dis~utes .  
a. Subject to the subsequent provisions of this Section 16(b), any dispute, controversy, or 
claim concerning or arising out of the execution, application, interpretation or 
performance of any of the terms or conditions of this 1995 M C W 3  shall be submitted 
to arbitration upon written notice therefor by any o i  the parties to this 1995 MCMU to 
the party with whom such dispute or controversy exists. The matter submitted for 
arbitration shall be submitted to an arbitration panel consisting of the three impartial 
members of the Board of Collective Bargaining pursuant to Title 61 of the Rules of the 
City Of New York. An): award in such &itration proceeding shall be final and binding 
and shall be enforceable pursuant to Article 75 of the CPLR. 
b. After incorporation of this 1995 MCME4 into an applicable Successor Separate Unir 
Agreemenr, any dispute. controversy or claim referred to in Section 16(a) which arises 
between the parties to such separate unit agreement shall be submitted in accordance with 
the dispute resolution provisions of such applicable Successor Separate Unit Agreemenr 
except that any dispute, controveny or claim arising under Sections 8, 9, 13(a) or 13@) 
shall be resolved pursuant to the Citywide or other similar applicable agreements with 
the Ernployen, and except as provided in Sections 16(c) and 16(d) below. 
c. Any dispute, controveny or claim arising under Sections 8, 10, 1 1  and 17 shall continue 
to be submitted under Section 16(a) above. 
d. The provisions of Sections 16(a) and 16(b) shall not apply to any dispute, controversy 
or claim arising under Sections 12, 13(c) or 15. h y  dispute, controversy or claim 
arising under Section 13(c) shall be resolved pursuant to Paragraph 8 of Appendix B of 
the Severance Agreement, dated April 29, 1994. 
e. The term of this Section 16 shall be from the date of execution of this 1995 M C W B  to 
the date of execution of any successor agreement(s) to this 1995 MCMEA. 
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Section 17. Continuation of Certain Health Benefits 
parties agree that the  follcr~ ing provisions of the 1993 hlunicipal Coalition Agreement shall 
rcmaln in fuli force  and cffecr. except as o t h e r n i x  rnoditied by p m  isions of this 199s .MC.MU 
or bv the Transitional Funding Agreement. 
Section 12. Health C a r e  Flexible Spending Account. 
a. A flexible health :arc spending account shall be established p u r s w t  to Section 125 of 
the IRS code after July 1993. Those cmployets eligible for S e w  York City health plan 
coverage defined on page 32. section 4(B) of the 1W2 Se*  York City Healrh 
Summary Program Description shall be eligible to pvticipate in [he account. 
Participating emplo?ees shall contribute at least 260 d o l l u s  per year up to a maximum 
of  $2.600 per > s i r .  Said contribution minimum and maurnurn levels may be modified 
by the hlLC Health Advisory Committee based on experience of  the plan. . h y  unfunded 
balance may be deducted from final d a r y  payments due an emp1o)ec. 
b. Expenses of the account shall include but not be limited to deductiblcs. co-insurance. co- 
payments. excess expenses beyond plm limiu. physical exams and health related 
[ransportation c o s u  for vision, dental. medical and prescription drug plans where the 
employee and dependents are covered. In no case will any of the above expenses include 
ihose non-iieductible expenses as defined as non-deductible in IRS Publication 502. 
C. .AJI administrative fee of S 1.00 per week for the first y u r  shall be charged for 
participation in the program. An employee's participation in h e  account is imvocable 
during a plan year. At the close of  he plrn year my excess balance in an employee's 
account will not k refunded. 
Section 17. Health Insurance. 
a. Effective April 1. 1995 and tbercafter, the Employer's cost for u c h  contract for u c h  
Employee and for each retiree (under age 65) shall be q\YliLed at the community rated 
basic HIP HMO plan payment rate as approved by the State Depvtmeot  of losurmce on 
a category basis of  individual or  family. (c.8. tbe payment for  GKI-CBPIBlue Cross 
family coberage shall be e q ~ I  to the payment for KlPiHMO f b l y  coverage). 
b. The Employers sball continue to contribute on a City e m p l o y e  benefits program-wide 
basis the additional annual amount of $30 million to maintain the health insurance 
stabil izatio~ reserve fund c ~ e d  in Scction 7 of tbe 1984-87 Xlunicipal Coalition 
Economic Agrccotent. 
c. In the eveot b~ tbere is a citywide or program-wide bealth insurance package whjib 
exceeds tbe cost of  the q d i z r t i o n  and stabilization fund described above. the panics 
m y  negotiate r reconfiguration of &is package which icl no event will provide for costs 
in exccss of tbe toral costs of this Municipal Coalition Agreement as set forth herein. . 
However. it is understood t h u  no mmber  union o f  the C d i ~ i o n  of Municipal Unions 
will be trcatcd any better or  m y  worse than any other union pvticipating in the c i r p  ide 
or p r o g m - w i d e  Health P r o g m  wilh regard to increased health insurance costs. 
Section 18. Retroactivity 
In the event that any payment is not paid on the date due under t h i s  1995 MCMECI, such 
payment when made shall be paid retroactive to such date due. 
Section 19. A p ~ r o v a l  of  Agreements. 
This 1995 ,MC.\f&4 and the jctparate un i t  ;~rtte:nents 3re subject to appro,.al In ,lcc'urd~ncs N ~ t h  
applicable law. 
Section 20. Incor~oration of Lvtter Azreements 
The executed letter agreemrnrs. ~f a n y .  annexed hereto are deemed to be pan of this  l W j  
,MCME4 as if fully set forth herein. 
Section 21. Incorporation of Certain Provisions into Other Agreements. 
Sections 8, 9(a) and 9(b) shall be incorporatd into the Cipwide Agreemenr and all other similar 
agreements with the Employers or into the applicable Separare Unir ,4greentenr. u hiche\.er 
contains the subject matter, except Section 9(a) shall not be incorporated into the &arduide 
Agreement. All other provisions of this 1995 .MCMM shall be incorporated into the Separare 
Unir Agreemenrs except for Sections 10, 1 1 .  12. 13. 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 2 1 and 22. 
Section 22. Savines Clause. 
In the event that any provision of this 1995 MCMM is found to be invalid, such invalidity shall 
not impair the validity and enforceability of the remaining provisions of this 1995 M C M k 2 .  
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APPROVED AS TO POW: 
OTHER MEMBERS OF THE 1995 COALITIOH OF MUNICIPAL UNIONS: 
LOCAL 1180. CWA. AFLClO 
BY BY 
LOCAL 1181, CWA AFLCJO 
LOCAL ieq ssm, A F L ~  
THE CITY OF N E W  YORK 
OFFICE OF LABOR RELATIONS 
40 Rector Street, New York, N.Y. 10006 
J A M E S  F .  H A N L E Y  
.4cnng Commltswrvr 
C A R O L I N E  I .  S U L L I V A N  
Dcpwy Commustowr 
Stanley Hill, Executive Director 
District Council 37, AFSCME, AFL-CIO 
125 Barclay Street 
New York, New York 10007 
Dear Mr. Hill: 
IIhis is to confum certain mutual understandings and agreements regarding the above 
captioned Agreement. 
1. The First Deputy Commissioner of Labor Relations may, after notification to the affected 
union(s), exempt certain hard to recruit titles from the provisions of Section 5 of the 
I995 MCMM. 
2 .  For the purposes of Sections 5(b), 9(d) and 9(e) of the 1995 M C M m ,  employees who 
were in active pay status prior to the date of execution of the 1995 M C M U  who are 
affected by the following penomel actions after said date shall not be treated as "newly 
hired" employees and shall be entitled to receive the minimum salary rate set forth in 
Sections 4(b)(i), 4(b)(ii) and 4(b)(iii) on the dates indicated therein. 
a. Employees who return to active pay status from an approved leave of absence. 
b. Employees in active pay starus (whether fuU or part time) appointed to permanent 
status from a civil service list or to a new title (regardless of jurisdictional class 
or civil service status) without a break in service of more than 31 days. 
c. Employees who were laid off or terminated for economic reasons who are 
appointed from a reca l l iprefed  list or who were subject to involunta.iy 
deployment. 
d. Provisional employees who were terminated due to a civil service List who are 
appointed from a civil service list within one year of such termination. 
e. Permanent employees who resign and are reinstated within one year of such 
resignation. 
f. Employees (regardless of jurisdictional class or civil service sta tus )  who resign 
and return within 31 days of such resignation. 
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g. ' A provisional employee who is appointed J k c - t l y  from one pro\ ~s~ona l  
appointment to another. 
h. For circumstances that were not anticipated by the parties, the First Deputy 
Commissioner of Labor Relations may elect to issue, on a case-by-case basis, 
interpretations concemhg the application of Sections 5 ,  9(d) and (e) of the 1995 
,UC.WM. Such interpretations shall not tx subject to the dispute resolution 
procedures set forth in Section 16 of the 1995 rUCWE1. 
3. For the purposes of Section 5(e)(ii), "approved leaves" is further defined to include: 
a. maternitylchildcare leave 
b. military leave 
c. unpaid time while on jury duty 
d. unpaid leave for union business pursuant to Executive Order 75 
e. unpaid leave pending workers' compensation determination 
f. unpaid leave while on workers' compensation option 2 
g. approved unpaid time off due to illness or exhaustion of paid sick leave 
h. approved unpaid time off due to family illness 
I. other pre-approved leaves without pay 
If the above accords with your understanding, please execute the signature h e  provided below. 
AGREXD AND ACCEFTKD ON BEHALF OF 
'THE COAZfTlON OF MUNICIPAL LXIONS 
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THE CITY OF S E C V Y O R K  
OFFICE OF LABOR RELATIONS 
40 Rector Street, New York, N . Y .  10006 
J A M E S  F .  H A N L E Y  
dcnng Cc)rnmml~ner 
C A R O L I N E  I .  SULLIVAN 
Depvy Cummus~nner 
D.4 TED: 7 ',! j- , 1996 
/ 
Sranley Hill, Erecwi ve Direcror 
Disrricr Council 37, AFSCME, AFL-CIO 
125 Barclay Srreer 
.Vew York, New York 10007 
Dear Mr. Hill: 
This is to confirm certain mutual understandings and agreements regarding the above captioned 
Agreement. 
The parties agree that employees of 0TB a.re covered by Section 13 of the 1995 ,%fCMC(. 
However, in the event that a determination is made to sell or lease O'IB or if OTB is no longer 
a public benefit t rpont ion ,  then Sextion 13 shall not apply. The parties agree that if this 
circumstance occurs, they shall take all steps to avoid involunw staff reduction including 
dirussing attempts to redeploy those affected within the City or other agencies where vacancies 
exin, and discuss severance, early retirement and1or employee retraining and education 
P*gramS. 
If the above accords with your understanding, please execute the signature line provided below. 
. 'Very truly yours, , 
AGREED AND ACCEPfED ON BEHALF OF 
COALIT ION 
BY 
/ 
APPENDIX B 
LONGEVITY INCREMENT ELIGIBLITY RULES 
The following rules shall govern the eligibility of employees for the longevity increments 
provided for in Section 11 of the 1984-1987 MCEA and Section 11 of the 1987-1990 District 
Council 37 Economic Agreement: 
1. Only service in pay status shall be used to calculate the fifteen years of service, 
except that for other than full-time per annum employees only a continuous year of service in pay 
status shall be used to calculate the fifteen years of service. A continuous year of service shall be a 
full year of service without a break of more than thirty-one days. Where the regular and customary 
work year for a title is less than a twelve-month year such a school year, such regular and 
customary year shall be credited as a continuous year of service counting towards the fifteen years 
of service. If the normal work year for an employee is less than the regular and customary work 
year for the employee's title, it shall be counted as a continuous year of service if the employee has 
customarily worked that length of work year and the applicable agency verifies that information. 
2. Service in pay status prior to any breaks in service of more than one year shall not 
be used to calculate the fifteen years of service. Where an employee has less than seven years of 
continuous service in pay status, breaks in service of less than one year shall be aggregated. Where 
breaks in service aggregate to more than one year they shall be treated as a break in service of 
more than one year and the service prior to such breaks and the aggregated breaks shall not be used 
to calculate the fifteen years of service. No break used to disqualify service shall be used more 
than once. 
3. The following time in which an employee is not in pay status shall not constitute a 
break in service as specified in paragraph 2 above. 
a. Time on a leave approved by the proper authority which is consistent with the rules 
and regulations of the Personnel Director or the appropriate personnel authority of a 
covered organization. 
b. Time prior to a reinstatement. 
c. Time on a preferred list pursuant to Civil Service Laws Sections 80 and 81 or any 
similar contractual provision. 
d. Time not in pay status of thrty-one days or less. 
Notwithstanding the above, such time as specified in subsections a, b, and c above shall not 
42 
be used to calculate the fifteen years of service. 
4. Once an employee has completed the fifteen years of "City" service in pay status 
and is eligible to receive the $500, the additional $300 or $800 longevity increment, the $500, the 
$300 or $800 shall become part of the employee's base rate for all purposes except as provided in 
paragraph 5 below. 
5. The $500, $300 and $800 longevity increment shall not become pensionable until 
fifteen months after the employee becomes eligible to receive such $500, $300 or $800 increment. 
Fifteen months after the employee becomes eligible to receive the $500, $300 or $800 longevity 
increment, such $500, $300 or $800 longevity increment shall become pensionable and as part of 
the employee's base rate, the $500 longevity increment shall be subject to the general increases 
provided in Section 4a of this Agreement. 
